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The Final Odyssey is ultimately a flawed book, written to end a series which has sadly become increasingly
redundant. Yes, because Arthur C. Clarke was a phenomenally good scientist with a lively imagination and the
ability to craft very readable novels. I have to admit to not having read the middle 2 books, but since Arthur C.
Clarke himself regarded this group of novels as not a linear series, or even sequential in the traditional sense,
this did not seem to matter. The starting point for this series was a short story by Arthur C. Clarke points out
that the whole project for this was still prior to the moon landings. We did not even know what the lunar
landscape looked like at that point. Surely this one point illustrates the impossibility of the task which Arthur
C. Clarke ended up setting himself. Each novel became scientifically and politically redundant shortly after it
was written. A classic dilemma of much SF, of course, particularly that which deals with Earth-bound
concepts of the near future. The novel we are looking at now, The Final Odyssey was written in and reviewed
here in How can there be any consistency in the characters and situations when real-life events have
overtaken them in so many ways? Clarke would never compromise on the scientific elements, and it is well
documented that many of his ideas have actually come to pass. But obviously not all! Having said that, this is
worth a look, if only to see what the black monolith was all about. In this book, the astronaut Frank Poole did
not die, but was in suspended animation for years. Oh, and something very strange has happened to Jupiter.
Other than that my lips are sealed. Heywood Floyd is not in this novel. Gently moving up and down,twisting,
tumbling,passing numerous distant planets,asteroids,rocks. Even an occasional comet. Unseen in the darkness
,in a calm peaceful sleep. Leaving the troubled Solar System behind. What dreams he must have had. The 4th
and last of the series. But this heaven ends,when Captain Dimitri Chandler what a name , of the space tug
Goliath. Finds and resuscitates Frank. The first thing they ask the undead Poole is, who was Batman and why
did he wear a mask? In truth,Frank is still sleeping. Chandler beyond the orbit of Neptune,had been nudging
ice found in abundance there. And sending them to crash on the surfaces of waterless Venus and Mercury.
Someday forming seas and developing breathable atmospheres. For future colonist from Earth. With him
having five kids,I mean moons. Does that sound like a dwarf? And more moons rumored to be around. The
Romeo of the Cosmos little, big, Pluto One of four on Earth and towering above it. Looking down at
Africa,seeing an ocean in the middle of the Sahara Desert! Even Poole gets a little dizzy. An embarrassing
situation for the ex crewman of the Discovery. Gardens,amusement parks,tall trees and even small rivers ,with
a waterfall and lakes. Did I mention real Dinosaurs also. Disneyland in the sky. Sounds like a great elevator to
live in! He will not be permitted,or be able. Because of gravity to visit his home. Besides after so many years
everything he knew is gone. The future has many strange things. Robot slaves for people to command for any
trivial tasks,to do. Where are the cell phones?. There is little crime here. Big Brother was a wimp compared to
the 31st century but the people have freedom. All are equal, right? After a few months Frank gets a little stir
crazy.
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Plot summary[ edit ] This novel begins with a brief prologue describing the bioforms â€” dubbed the
First-Born â€” who created the black monoliths. They evolved from " primordial soup ", and over the course
of millions of years, became a space-faring species. After visiting Earth, the First-Born found a way to impress
themselves into the fabric of space and time, becoming effectively immortal. Meanwhile, the
monolithsâ€”implied to have been forgotten by their creators when they ascended to a higher state of
beingâ€”continued to watch over their subjects. Poole is taken home to learn about the Earth in the year Some
of its notable features include the BrainCap, a brainâ€”computer interface technology; genetically engineered
dinosaur servants; and four gigantic space elevators located evenly around the Equator. Humans have also
colonised the Jovian moons Ganymede and Callisto. It is determined that following the events of Odyssey
Two and Odyssey Three , the Jovian monolith had sent a report to its superior monolith light years away, and
is expected to receive its orders toward humanity after the nine-century round-trip. The monolith does receive
orders to exterminate humanity, and starts a duplication cascade, whereupon millions of monoliths form two
screens to prevent Solar light and heat from reaching Earth and its colonies. Due to Halman having already
infected the first monolith, all the monoliths disintegrate. Halman uploads itself into a petabyte -capacity
holographic 3D storage medium and thus survives the disintegration of the monoliths, but is infected with the
virus and is subsequently sealed by scientists in the Pico Vault. At the close of the story, Poole and other
humans land on Europa to start peaceful relations with the primitive native Europans. Main characters[ edit ]
Frank Poole: All this, Poole takes in stride. As time goes on, Poole and Wallace recognize their attraction to
one another, and so start a family, having children named Dawn Wallace and Martin Poole, before separating
amicably some years later. Minor characters[ edit ] Dimitri Chandler: Captain of the Goliath, Chandler mines
the outer solar system for ice material which is slowly pushed towards the inner solar system, to make the
inner planets habitable through long-term terraforming. The implications of this discovery are that humanity
finally becomes aware that it was artificially conditioned to evolve intelligently already known omnisciently to
readers of , thus permanently discrediting all major religions. A resident of Ganymede, Dr. Khan is
contemptuous of religion, identifying it as a mental disorder. Odyssey Three and The Final Odyssey into
movies. Hanks would reportedly play Frank Poole in the film. An update in stated that there was no further
development on the project. The Final Odyssey into production, planned for broadcast in The miniseries
would be executive-produced by Ridley Scott , David W. Zucker and Stuart Beattie ; the latter would also be
the primary script-writer. The estates of both Clarke and A Space Odyssey director Stanley Kubrick were
reported as having "offered their full support", but the extent of their involvement was not known at the time.
Archived from the original on 27 June Retrieved 9 July
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Plot[ edit ] is set 51 years after the events of Odyssey Two and 60 after those of The opening chapters of
gradually explain the events that have taken place in the interim years. Io has become a volcanic hellhole,
Europa an ocean world shrouded by clouds, and Ganymede a temperate world that the human race is
colonizing. Large-scale interplanetary travel is now commercially viable with muon-catalyzed fusion
-powered spacecraft. Heywood Floyd , the protagonist of , has suffered an accident and has become a
permanent resident of an orbital space hospital. His estranged grandson Chris works aboard the spacecraft
Galaxy. The Universe lands on Halley, and the crew explore its surface and its caves. On Ganymede, Rolf van
der Berg, a second-generation Afrikaner refugee, studies data on satellite surveys of Mount Zeus and forms an
astonishing thesis about its nature. He communicates his discovery to his uncle Paul Kreuger, and van der
Berg is invited to join the crew of the spacecraft Galaxy for its flyby of Europa. Observing the burgeoning
aquatic life forms of Europa, the crew pilots Galaxy to an island which they name Haven. Universe abandons
its exploration of Halley to rescue Galaxy. Floyd follows a suggestion that he simply try to call Bowman on
the radio, and later has a strange dream in which he sees a small monolith floating at the foot of his bed. The
revelation about Mount Zeus explains how Van der Berg got onto Galaxy and why Rosie tried to hijack it;
both the rulers of the USSA and the exiled Afrikaners are concerned about what might happen to the world
diamond market if a vast mountain of diamond was discovered. Beneath it is a town of igloo -like dwellings,
but the inhabitants are not in sight. There, Chris sees an image of his grandfather, who appears to Chris in the
same way that Bowman appeared to Floyd in , and tells him that the Universe is coming. Krueger therefore
proposes a scouting project to seek diamond in the Lucifer system, for eventual mining. Floyd, Chris and van
der Berg become close. In a later chapter, another Heywood Floyd, now a disembodied creature of pure
consciousness, talks with Dave Bowman. Bowman shows Floyd images of his experience of studying the life
forms of Jupiter before they were killed in the creation of Lucifer, explaining that the monolith weighed the
Jovians against the Europans and decided the latter held more promise. Bowman states that during the
diamond meteor impact, the immensely powerful monolith tipped over on its side, and may be damaged. He
and HAL believe that when Lucifer begins to fail, the monolith will weigh the Europans against humanity and
they have only about a thousand years to prepare for that moment. In an epilogue, set in , the original monolith
discovered on the moon in has been placed in the plaza of the ancient United Nations Building. Humans have
found more quantities of diamond from the former Jupiter and have used it to create space elevators and an
orbital ring connecting them, as suggested by Kreuger. This idea will later be a central concept in Main
characters[ edit ] Dr. Floyd is an elderly man, world-famous for his involvement with the Discovery and
Leonov missions. Christopher is second officer of the Galaxy, an older craft also financed by the Tsung
family, and is estranged from his grandfather Heywood. Rolf van der Berg: A Ganymede-based planetary
scientist who develops a shocking theory regarding a structure on Europa. He has the opportunity to confirm
his theory: Minor characters[ edit ] The Floyd Family: Marion, his first wife, had long since been killed in a
plane crash, and their two daughters now have families of their own, and are effectively estranged from Floyd.
Later, Chris I married one Helena, an arrangement of which both Floyd and Caroline had initially disapproved.
Despite this, Helena proved to be a good mother to Christopher II. The Tsung family do not directly feature in
the story, apart from being mentioned for their financial backing role, and in general descriptions of
geopolitics. Lawrence is inspired to finance the development of spacecraft after reviewing the history of the
Tsien disaster, which centers around the dramatic death of Rupert Chang now identified with his first name in
this novel , which had occurred in the previous novel and is retold in the current one. It is established very
early on that all of the Leonov crew of have since died, with the lone exceptions of Floyd and Zenia
Marchenko, the latter not otherwise figuring in the present story. In particular, it is revealed that Dr. Captain of
the Universe, Smith is a practical, stock captain character, concerned for the safety of his ship, his crew, and
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his passengers. Yva Merlin, aka Evelyn Miles: A rather mysterious, aged movie star, who is emblazoned on
the public consciousness for her earlier roles. Merlin joins the Universe voyage as one of its celebrity
passengers. A classical composer who provides some comic relief, Mihailovich is another of the celebrity
passengers. The name and minor character role echo the basic plot function of Dimitri Moisevitch, of the
earlier works. A pop-science personality with a prodigious beard, Willis is another of the celebrity passengers.
First man to set foot on Mercury, "Cliff" is another of the celebrity passengers. He later becomes an honorary
crew-member, and is a more "useful" passenger due to his spaceflight experience. An author who popularized
and explained the connections between ancient Greek and Roman mythology and now-common astronomical
nomenclature, "Maggie M" is another of the celebrity passengers. Captain of the Galaxy. A stewardess who
hijacks the Galaxy. Later, the hijacker is identified as one Ruth Mason. Second Officer Walter Chang: Not to
be confused with the Tsien astronaut, Walter Chang is the Galaxy pilot on duty when Rosie hijacks the ship,
and is charged by Rosie with landing on Europa.
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Future[ edit ] It was reported on Yahoo Entertainment in that M. Odyssey Three and An update in stated that
there was no further development on the project. The Final Odyssey into production, planned for broadcast in
The miniseries would be executive-produced by Ridley Scott , David W. Zucker and Stuart Beattie ; the latter
would also be the primary script-writer. The estates of both Clarke and A Space Odyssey director Stanley
Kubrick were reported as having "offered their full support", but the extent of their involvement was not
known at the time. In addition, the short story "Encounter in the Dawn" contains elements of the first section
of the film, in which the ancestors of humans are apparently given an evolutionary "nudge" by
extraterrestrials. The opening part of another Clarke story, " Transience ", has plot elements set in about the
same time in human history, but is otherwise unrelated. The book The Lost Worlds of contains material that
did not make it into the book or film. Kubrick had no involvement in the novel or film, or any of the later
projects. The Space Odyssey series combines several science-fiction narrative conventions with a
metaphysical tone. Since the stories and settings in the books and films all diverge, Clarke suggested that the
"continuity" of the series represents happenings in a set of parallel universes. One notable example is that in
the novel, the voyage was to the planet Saturn. The second book, , retcons the storyline of the first book to
make the destination Jupiter as seen in the film. Clarke stated that the Time Odyssey novels are an "orthoquel"
a neologism coined by Clarke for this purpose, combining the word sequel with ortho-, the Greek prefix
meaning "straight" or "perpendicular", and alluding to the fact that time is orthogonal to space in relativity
theory to the Space Odyssey series. HAL is also in the sequel novels and the film sequel In both films he is
voiced by actor Douglas Rain. David "Dave" Bowman serves as the protagonist of The character later appears
in the sequel story released first as a book, Odyssey Two , and then as a movie, In the forewords to both and ,
Clarke makes it clear that the plots of the movies and books do not necessarily follow a linear arc, and should
be seen as taking place in parallel universes , or as being variations of a main theme; consequently there are
apparent inconsistencies in the character of David Bowman throughout the series. In the two movies, Bowman
is played by Keir Dullea. Floyd first appears in A Space Odyssey as one of the astronauts on the mission to
track the source of an alien artifact found on the Moon. After the events that took place in A Space Odyssey,
he is the protagonist of Odyssey Two and Heywood Floyd was born in in the USA. By , he is chairman of the
National Council of Astronautics, in charge of overseeing all American spaceflight operations. He has two
daughters only one in the movies, born and was widowed when his wife Marion died in a plane crash. William
Sylvester played Floyd in the film version of A Space Odyssey but was replaced in the role by Roy Scheider
in The Year We Make Contact. Frank Poole is an astronaut aboard Discovery One on the first manned
mission to Jupiter in A Space Odyssey Saturn in the novel. He and Dave Bowman are the only crew members
who were not put on board in suspended animation hibernation. His boyhood hometown was Flagstaff,
Arizona , where he visited the Lowell Observatory at its museums on many occasions. These visits sparked his
interest in astronomy and astronautics , and hence he went to college to study these subjects. Tom Hanks once
expressed interest in directing a film version of , in which he would have played Poole, but this never came to
pass. Walter Curnow appears in the book and movie versions of When the joint Soviet-American mission on
the Leonov is planned instead, Curnow is one of the three American experts to go on the trip, along with
Heywood Floyd and Dr. Curnow is one of the first people to set foot on Discovery again, along with Maxim
Brailovsky. Due to his engineering expertise, Discovery becomes operational again. In the film adaptation,
Sivasubramanian Chandrasegaram Pillai often abbreviated to Dr. Chandra is mentioned in the novel of A
Space Odyssey as a scientist who instructed the computer HAL in its basic functions in the movie, it was a
"Mr. He is a main character in Odyssey Two where it was established that he was in fact the creator of HAL,
and he is a member of the joint Russian-American expedition to Jupiter on board the Soviet spacecraft Alexei
Leonov. Although the character does not make any further appearances in the Space Odyssey novels, he is
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briefly mentioned by an elderly Heywood Floyd in the novel In the movie version of , Chandra was played by
Bob Balaban and is referred to as Dr. Archived from the original on 27 June Retrieved 9 July
5: : L'OdyssÃ©e de l'espace (roman) â€” WikipÃ©dia
Arthur C. Clarke: Odyssee im Weltraum - Die Saga - Vier Romane in einem Band. Originaltitel: A Space Odyssey /
Odyssey Two / Odyssey Three.

6: The Final Odyssey (Space Odyssey, #4) by Arthur C. Clarke
L'OdyssÃ©e finale ( The Final Odyssey) est un roman de science-fiction publiÃ© en , le dernier de la tÃ©tralogie
d'Arthur C. Clarke initiÃ©e par

7: Arthur C. Clarke â€” WikipÃ©dia
The Final Odyssey: A Novel (Space Odyssey Series) Arthur C. Clarke. 2,9 von Arthur C. Clarke A Space Odyssey Roc,
Paperback, 12mo. xx, pp.

8: , l'OdyssÃ©e continue ? - Actus CinÃ© - AlloCinÃ©
Retrouvez tous les livres L'odyssee Finale. de Arthur C Clarke aux meilleurs prix sur Rakuten. Achat Vente, Neuf et
Occasion.

9: Odyssee im Weltraum - Die Saga (Taschenbuch), Arthur C. Clarke
It is the fourth and final book in Clarke's Space Odyssey series. Plot summary. This novel begins Clarke, Arthur C. ().
The Final Odyssey (1st ed.).
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